Bite and Chew
Day 4: After learning all about the different kinds of
teeth most mammals have, we are now looking at the
animals that only have one kind of teeth. Animals that

have specialized teeth for biting, ripping, chewing and
grinding are HETERODONT (different teeth). Animals
that only have one kind of teeth are HOMODONT (same
teeth).
Very few mammals are HOMODONT. The best examples of
homodont mammals are all species of dolphins,
including the Orca.

All fish are HOMODONT. The teeth of
a goldfish are very small and deep
in their mouth. Shark teeth, on the
other hand, are fairly large, and
they have several rows of them to
replace teeth that fall out.

Reptiles are also HOMODONT. Reptiles with teeth that
are pointed and curved back towards the throat are
meat-eaters. We can see those teeth in snakes.
Reptiles that eat plants, such as the Chuckwalla and
Iguana, have low and tiny leaf-shaped teeth used for
shredding plants.

Let’s have look at some long extinct reptiles Dinosaurs.
The number of teeth in dinosaurs varied dramatically,
depending on the type of dinosaur.

• Tyrannosaurus rex had 50 to 60 solid
cone-shaped teeth as big as bananas.

• Hadrosaurs, or duck-billed dinosaurs,
had the most teeth: up to 960 cheek
teeth!

Hadrosaur

Dinosaur teeth were replaceable. If a dinosaur broke
or lost a tooth, another grew in to take the place,
much like shark teeth do today.
With everything you learned about teeth this week, you
will be able to identify what an animal eats, just by a
close look at its teeth. Congratulations!

Make a shark teeth necklace!
It’s up to you what kind of teeth
and how many you want to make,
just make sure they are large
enough to punch two holes into
each tooth. When you’re done
drawing your teeth, cut them out
carefully with scissors. Use white
card stock or craft foam.

